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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Value growth as category sees increasing premiumisation
Brand collaborations and commitment to sustainability remain key sales drivers in childrenswear
Category fragments and premium trend grows

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Dynamic value growth expected as category will see increasing premiumisation
Social media to continue influencing children’s fashion
Genderless childrenswear is kinder for both children and environment
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Steep decline driven by face masks as local consumers opt for disposable variants
Sales of belts boosted by image awareness, whilst sales of ties suffer from the shift away from formal wear
Uniqlo continues to be on top despite losses in share in 2022

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Growth prospects for face masks, scarves and gloves will drop due to stabilisation of pandemic in Taiwan and the warm climate of the country
Apparel accessories to benefit from the rise of e-commerce as small players emerge
Sales of ties and belts to be boosted by image awareness and innovations
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Falling sales driven by cautious shopping behaviours and global price strategies
Increased demand for comfort in line with the casualwear trend
Minimalism and comfort will remain key trends with Yama influencing style

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Rising fashion awareness among younger people will continue to fuel demand for streetwear
Genderless clothing is on the rise
Sustainability set to remain key
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Casualwear continues to be the main driver of womenswear sales due to the work-from-home lifestyle
Social media continues to play a key role in influencing trends, though experiential retailing remains important
Fast fashion and lifestyle brand collaborations boost reputations

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Slowdown in growth rate due to post-pandemic travel boom
Niche designer brands set to gain more traction as people desire to express their own unique style
Womenswear to continue being influenced by sport and fitness trend
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Premium and super premium jeans make a comeback in 2022
Virtual try-on experiences form an important part of e-commerce; sustainability is also influencing demand for jeans
Levi's remains top brand as sustainability becomes an increasingly important selling factor

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Premium and super premium jeans set to drive growth in the forecast period
Comfort to become a priority as hot weather influences innovation
Taiwanese jeans brands to develop unique selling propositions to face off competition from cheaper Chinese-made brands
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS
 Demand for sheer hosiery declines as more workplaces embrace casual dress codes
 Functional hosiery and production digitalisation are the main production trends
 Sun Flower Co retains its lead of hosiery, though Uniqlo continues gaining share

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
 Polarisation in hosiery in the coming years
 Personalised, colourful, and quirky designs to continue developing
 Athleisure trend boosts interest in non-sheer hosiery to the detriment of the sheer category
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Footwear in Taiwan

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Sports footwear and sports-inspired footwear continue to benefit from the athleisure trend
Formal footwear strongly impacted causing some companies to struggle
‘Dad shoe’ continues to see popularity among younger consumers with comfort a key driving factor

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Limited edition footwear boosts popularity of purchasing via e-commerce
Athleisure and comfort trends set to boost demand for leading sports brands
Functional footwear continues to see boost, with particular focus on healthcare
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Sportswear in Taiwan

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Athleisure trend continues to sustain sales of sportswear
Increased interest in outdoor activities boosts demand for functional sports apparel
Local brands launch affordable and stylish sportswear lines to compete with leading brands

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Sports-inspired trend set to continue as fashion and activewear increasingly connect
Shifting perception of body image to boost sportswear
Leading players revamping stores to improve customer experience
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About Euromonitor International

Euromonitor International is an independent market intelligence provider. Data, insight and analysis stem from in-the-field research spanning 210 national markets.
Content ranges from the in-depth and country-specific, to key strategic themes with a global range and significance. Products cover a comprehensive range of insights and market data, but can be broadly categorised as:

- **Strategy Briefings**: Global or regional in scope, and focusing on the most important themes shaping consumer demand, the key markets, competitive environment and future outlook across a range of industries.
- **Company Profiles**: Analysis dedicated to the world’s most significant companies, with detailed insight into their activities, focus of operations, their competitors, their geographic presence and performance.
- **Country Reports**: For an in-depth understanding of specific countries, whether by industry, economic metrics or consumer trends and lifestyles. These reports cover current trends, consumer demand, market potential and future prospects, with country-specific local insight and comprehensive data, unavailable elsewhere.